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CHALEUR



Finding joy in the small things, LIÁN LOU’s Resort 2023 
collection CHALEUR explores the meaning of the daisy flower. 

Although a common garden flower, the daisy embodies 
the feeling of pure happiness and inner calm that can come 
from life’s simple pleasures; a walk on your favourite beach, 
reuniting with loved ones, picking wildflowers, breathing in 
fresh air, and the sun on your skin is infused throughout this 
capsule of summer essentials.

We hope you enjoy your exclusive preview of our Resort 
collection and that you find joy in LIÁN LOU’s CHALEUR. 

With love,
Sheridyn and Brooke 

OUR INSPIRATION.



OUR COLLECTION.

Inspired by the simplicity and softness of the daisy flower, a 
blend of delicate draping and gentle gathering can be seen 
throughout the collection. Effortless, oversized silhouettes 
are adorned with delicate details through feminine trims and 
intricate fabrications, creating a sense of an endless summer. 

Made in organic cottons and breathable linen for soft skin feel 
and relaxed drape on the body, signature LIÁN LOU designs 
are recreated to embrace long beach days that turn into nights 
and holiday escapes to the poolside. Natural corozo buttons 
and recycled bralette clasps are used to secure your simple 

summer styles with comfort and ease.

Delicate sunshine yellows and fresh whites create our 
seasonal hues embodying the tones of the daisy flower, with 
our subtle loop trim inspired by the elegance and curvature 
of its petals. Complemented by an intricate cotton broderie 
anglaise, CHALEUR has the perfect palette for your golden 

summer days.



STORY ONE — SOLEIL.
available january



SERENITE SARONG.

100% ORGANIC COTTON
SOLEIL YELLOW

NZD 70

A versatile sarong with our seasonal loop trim 

along bottom edge for a delicate touch. Available in 

sunshine yellow and broderie anglaise, made from a 

light organic cotton fabrication for an easy cover-up.

Made in New Zealand. 

LUCIEN SHIRT. 

100% ORGANIC COTTON
WHITE 

NZD 290

An oversized shirt with an open collar to highlight the 

decollotage in a fresh white. Made in a crisp organic 

cotton poplin fabrication for structure and fresh skin 

feel. Finished with a flattering curved side hem and 

our seasonal loop trim decorating the extended cuff. 

Made in New Zealand. 



FLORE MIDI DRESS.

100% ORGANIC COTTON
SOLEIL YELLOW
NZD 490

A soft yet strong midi dress with dipped neckline and 

thin straps. In a soft sunshine yellow, made from crisp 

organic cotton poplin fabrication creates effortless 

drape and fresh skin feel. Hidden side pockets and a 

delicate loop trim along the neckline adds a feminine 

touch. 

Made in New Zealand. 

JOUR MINI DRESS. 

100% LINEN
OFF-WHITE
NZD 310

An understated A line mini dress with low back and 

thin straps. Made in a soft off-white linen fabrication 

for effortless drape and breathability. Finished with 

five fabric covered buttons at the back for ease of 

slipping on and off. Fully lined in soft organic cotton 

for comfortable skin feel. 

Made in New Zealand.



STORY TWO — FLEUR.
available february



PROMENADE SHORTS.

100% COTTON 
FLEUR BRODERIE
NZD 250

A high-waisted short with pockets and subtle angled 

hems to flatter the leg. Made in an intricate cotton 

broderie anglaise with soft organic cotton lining for 

comfort and breathability. Finished with seasonal 

loop trim detailing along the pockets, natural corozo 

button and extended belt loops. 

Made in New Zealand. 

PETALE BRALETTE. 

100% COTTON
FLEUR BRODERIE
NZD 160

A feminine style bralette with gentle dipped neckline 

and thin straps. Made in an intricate cotton broderie 

anglaise fabrication for comfort and breathability. 

Elasticated under the bust and finished with an easy-

to-use clasp. Fully lined in soft organic cotton for soft 

skin feel. 

Made in New Zealand.



SERENITE SARONG. 

100% COTTON
FLEUR BRODERIE

NZD 70

A versatile sarong with our seasonal loop trim 

along bottom edge for a delicate touch. Available in 

broderie anglaise and sunshine yellow, made from a 

light cotton fabrication for an easy cover-up.

Made in New Zealand. 




